CORRECTION

Page 4, regulation 2(1), in the definition of “representation agreement”, line 4: “…regulation 28…” should read “…regulations 28…”;

Page 4, regulation 2(2): “…Part 2…” should read “…Parts 2…”;

Page 5, regulation 4(e), line three: “…under regulation 11…” should read “…under regulations 11…”;

Page 5, regulation 4(i), line two: “…under paragraph (a)…” should read “…under paragraphs (a)…”;

Page 6, regulation 7(1)(d), line one: “…with regulation 10…” should read “…with regulations 10…”;

Page 7, regulation 7(1)(d)(viii)(cc): omit the semi-colon after “and”;

Page 7, regulation 7(4)(a)(ii): omit the semi-colon after “and”;

Page 8, regulation 7(6)(b)(ii): “…subparagraphs…” should read “…sub-paragraphs…”;

Page 9, regulation 7(10)(d)(ii): insert a semi-colon at the end of the provision;

Page 9, regulation 7(11)(c), line one: “…sub paragraph…” should read “sub-paragraph…”;

Page 9, regulation 7(11)(c), line one: “…paragraph (4)”…” should read “…paragraph (4))”…”;

Page 9, regulation 7(11)(e)(ii), last line: omit the semi-colon after “and”;

Page 10, regulation 8(2)(c), last line: omit the semi-colon after “and”;

Page 11, regulation 10(c), last line: omit the semi-colon after “and”;

Page 14, regulation 15(4)(b), last line: omit the semi-colon after “and”;

Page 16, regulation 19(1)(a), last line: omit the semi-colon after “and”;
Page 19, regulation 21(4)(j), last line: omit the semi-colon after “and”;  
Page 22, regulation 26(6): “…paragraph (7)…” should read “…paragraphs (7)…”;  
Page 23, regulation 27(3)(a), last line: omit the semi-colon after “and”;  
Page 24, regulation 29(1)(b), line three: “…subparagraph…” should read “…sub-paragraph…”;  
Page 25, regulation 30(3), last line: omit the semi-colon after “and”;  
Page 26, regulation 32(3)(a), line one: “…regulation 15…” should read “…regulations 15…”;  
Page 26, regulation 32(3)(b), line one: “…regulation 24…” should read “…regulations 24…”;  
Page 26, regulation 32(3)(c): “…regulation 24…” should read “…regulations 24…”;  
Page 29, regulation 39(3): “…regulation 37…” should read “…regulation 38…”;  
Page 29, regulation 42(1)(b)(ii): insert a semi-colon after “…recorded”;  
Page 30, regulation 46(1): insert a space between “(1)” and “The”;  
Page 31, regulation 46(7): “…(revocation on…” should read “…(revocation of…”;  
Page 31, regulation 47, line one: “…the repeal…” should read “…the revocation…”; and  
Page 31, regulation 49, line one: “…regulation 10(2)(g)…” should read “…regulations 10(2)(g)…”.
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